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Abstract: Integer ambiguity resolution is required to obtain precise coordinates for the global naviga-
tion satellite system (GNSS). Poorly observed data cause unfixed integer ambiguity and reduce the
coordinate accuracy. Previous studies mostly used denoise filters and partial ambiguity resolution
algorithms to address this problem. This study proposes a sequential ambiguity resolution method
that includes a float solution substitution process and a double-difference (DD) iterative correction
equation process. The float solution substitution process updates the initial float solution, while
the DD iterative correction equation process is used to eliminate the residual biases. The satellite-
selection experiment shows that the float solution substitution process is adequate to obtain a more
accurate float solution. The iteration-correction experiment shows that the double-difference iterative
correction equation process is feasible with an improvement in the ambiguity success rate from
28.4% to 96.2%. The superiority experiment shows significant improvement in the ambiguity success
rate from 36.1% to 83.6% and a better baseline difference from about 0.1 m to 0.04 m. It is proved
that the proposed sequential ambiguity resolution method can significantly optimize the results for
poorly-observed GNSS data.

Keywords: integer ambiguity resolution; GNSS; RTK; float solution substitution; double-difference
iterative correction equation

1. Introduction

Reliable integer ambiguity resolution is essential for real-time kinematic (RTK) po-
sitioning. RTK positioning was a popular topic in the 1990s and the 2000s. Since about
2010, the PPP-RTK became a hot study. Since the 1990s, many studies were conducted
on integer ambiguity resolution methods [1–4]. These methods perform well for ideal
short-baseline observation. However, they may perform differently in some situations. The
biases in the DD observation equations may cause ambiguity unfixed, such as different
atmospheric biases in long-baseline GNSS observation. Consequently, many methods were
proposed to reduce the convergence time of long-baseline integer ambiguity resolution [5,6].
Different correction models are built to resolve those problems. Another case is that the
poor conditions, such as poor quality receiver and poor environment, cause observation
containing biases. The poor quality receiver causes the data containing systematic noise,
while the poor environment causes biases such as environmental and multipath biases.
Many studies proposed the partial ambiguity resolution method to solve this problem,
but the partial ambiguity resolution method cannot obtain a high-precision solution if
only three or four DD equations are feasible. The accuracy of the solution is related to the
observation redundancy; a larger redundancy obtains a more accurate solution [7]. The
signal noise may cause a low precision solution.

Removing the signal noise is the key to obtain an accurate solution for poor quality
data. Several methods were proposed to remove the noise, such as partial ambiguity reso-
lution, which selects well-observed satellites under different conditions [8–10]. However, it
performs poorly when most of the data contain noise and few observations are available.
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The partial ambiguity resolution method needs more equations to obtain a high-precision
solution. Another method applies different filters such as the robust Kalman filter [11,12]
and the Wavelet filter [13,14] to address this problem. The robust Kalman filter removes
noisy signals based on the linear state, while the Wavelet filter uses the transformed coef-
ficients. Filters are usually used as a post-processing method to remove the noise in the
GNSS time series. Consequently, it has a slight impact on the integer ambiguity resolution.
Furthermore, the sequential model can also remove the noise. Marko and Milorad [15]
applied the sequential Monte-Carlo filter to global positioning system (GPS) multipath
noise, which also serves as a post-processing method. In another study, Zhang et al. [16]
proposed a sequential and partial ambiguity resolution method that iteratively applied a
wide-lane (WL) ambiguity resolution method and deleted the ambiguity with the maxi-
mum variance for each iteration. His method is one of the partial ambiguity resolution
methods used to obtain the maximum subset consisting of only well-observed data for the
WL ambiguity resolution method. His method obtains a high-precision solution with a
larger observation redundancy. Generally, the current methods for poorly observed data
mainly focus on partial ambiguity resolution and post-processing filtering methods.

This study proposes a sequential ambiguity resolution method for poorly observed
data, consisting of a float solution substitution process and a DD iterative correction
equation process. The float solution substitution process is one of the partial ambiguity
resolution methods to obtain a more accurate solution than the Pseudo-range single-point
positioning (SPP). A more accurate float solution provides more accurate RTK corrections,
and the residuals caused by poorly observed data are absorbed into the DD residuals. The
DD iterative correction equation process divides the equations into two parts, inspired
by the generalized least square method. The DD residual value is the criteria for well-
observed and poorly-observed equations. The well-observed equations iteratively update
the sequential solution, and the sequential solution conversely updates the equations and
its variance matrix. The number of poorly observed equations decreases with the iteration
increasing, and the iteration ends when the minimum residual combination is received.
The experiments showed that the proposed method was superior to the conventional RTK
model for poorly observed data. The proposed sequential ambiguity method can remove
signal noise as an immediate denoising model.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Satellite Selection Criteria for an Initial Ambiguity Resolution

The initial ambiguity resolution process is one of the partial ambiguity resolution
methods. Poor receiver and poor environment cause most of the data containing biases,
such as receiver biases, environment biases, and multipath biases. It is difficult to obtain a
sufficient number of feasible DD equations, and the initial ambiguity resolution process is
the first step to obtain a criterion to adjust the rest DD equations. Three DD equations are set
to obtain the initial fixed solution because we cannot guarantee more feasible DD equations
in poor conditions. A minimum of three equations are required for RTK positioning. More
DD equations may cause the selected equations to contain biases. This idea was inspired by
the least-square integer ambiguity resolution method, in which four satellites were selected
to obtain the threshold of the rest of the ambiguities [17]. The selected three DD equations
can obtain a more accurate solution than the SPP float solution, but it is insufficient for
high-precision RTK positioning. Thus, it significantly improves the parameter accuracy.
The DD carrier-phase observation equation is Equation (1).

λ∇∆ϕ = ∇∆r− λ∇∆N −∇∆I −∇∆T −∇∆ζ +∇∆ε (1)

where λ ∈ Rn×n denotes the matrix of carrier phase length; ∇∆ϕ ∈ Rn denotes the DD
carrier phase observation vector;∇∆r ∈ Rn denotes the DD satellite station distance vector;
∇∆N ∈ Rn denotes the float solution vector of the DD integer ambiguity; ∇∆I ∈ Rn

denotes the DD ionospheric delay vector, which is obtained by the Klobuchar model [18];
∇∆T ∈ Rn denotes the DD tropospheric delay vector, which is obtained by the Saasta-
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moinen model [19]; ∇∆ε ∈ Rn denotes the DD noise vector; and ∇∆ζ ∈ Rn denotes the
DD hardware bias vector [20]. The tropospheric delay ∇∆T and the ionospheric delay
∇∆I are weakened in the DD observation equations. For short-baseline RTK positioning,
the tropospheric delay ∇∆T and the ionospheric delay ∇∆I can be ignored [21]. The float
solution of the estimated parameters and their variance matrix is Equation (2).[

X f
∇∆N

][
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22

]
(2)

where X f ∈ R3 denotes the float solution of estimated position parameter vector; Q11 ∈ R3×3

denotes the variance submatrix of coordinates; Q22 ∈ Rn×n denotes the variance submatrix
of ambiguity; Q12 ∈ R3×n and Q21 ∈ Rn×3 denotes the covariance submatrices. Feasible
numbers and selecting criteria for DD equations are important for this process.

It is known that data with a higher elevation angle and larger signal-to-noise (SNR)
have better results [22]. Therefore, the elevation angle and SNR are set as the selection
criteria. For the float solution substitution process, the first criterion is three equations with
the highest elevation angle, while the second is with the largest SNR value. Additionally,
the DD carrier phase residual (resc) and the DD pseudo-range residual (resp) are also set
as the individually selecting criteria (Equation (3)).

resp = ∇∆ρ−∇∆I −∇∆T −∇∆r
resc = λ∇∆ϕ−∇∆r−∇∆T −∇∆I −∇∆ζ

(3)

where ∇ρ ∈ Rn denotes the DD pseudo-range observation vector. It is known that the
data with smaller resc value and resp value have better results [22]. For the float solution
substitution process, we select the three equations with the smallest resp value for the third
criteria and the three equations with the smallest resc value for the third criteria. Elevation,
SNR, resp, and resc selecting criteria are individual for different conditions.

In the proposed method, the float solution substitution process is to obtain a criterion
for the DD iterative correction equation process. The precision of the SPP float solution
in Equation (2) is extremely low, and we select the three optimal equations to obtain this
solution. The float solution substitution process is the first step to improve the accuracy of
the float solution, and it is sufficient to substitute the initial fixed solution or the Kalman
filtering results with the sequential float solution Xs f l . Therefore, it is essential to select
feasible satellite selection criteria. This section proposes four criteria, and Section 3.1 shows
the experiment of the four proposed criteria. Most of the data contain biases in the poor
condition, thus the feasible selection criteria are important for the subsequent DD iterative
correction equation process. At a minimum, the RTK integer ambiguity resolution requires
three DD equations. As one of the partial ambiguity resolution methods, determining the
satellite selection criteria is a crucial step.

The initial ambiguity resolution process applies the least-squares ambiguity decorrela-
tion adjustment (LAMBDA) method for the selected three DD equations. This estimator is
known as an optimality property of the integer least-squares estimator [23]. Then, the float
solution in Equation (2) is transformed to the initial fixed solution in Equation (4).

X = X f −Q12Q22
−1(∇∆N −∇∆N

)
(4)

where X ∈ R3 denotes the fixed solution of the estimated position parameter vector. It
is obvious that the float solution X f and its variance matrix Q11 have a major impact on
the fixed solution X. To have a more accurate solution, we adjust the float solution and its
matrix in the DD iterative correction equation process.

2.2. The Correcting Method for DD Equation

The initial ambiguity resolution process in the above section has low redundancy. To
obtain a larger redundancy, the DD equation correction process adjusts the residuals of
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the rest of the DD equations. A larger redundancy obtains a more accurate solution. The
residuals resulting from imperfect observations are absorbed into the DD residuals. The
DD error equation is Equation (5).

V = AX + λ∇∆N +∇∆I +∇∆T − λ∇∆ϕ−∇∆r0 (5)

where A ∈ Rn×3 denotes the DD design matrix; V ∈ Rn denotes the DD carrier-phase
residual vector, containing the biases; and ∇∆r0 ∈ Rn denotes the initial DD satellite
station distance vector. It is difficult to obtain a high-precision solution for RTK positioning
in poor conditions. In the previous studies, the noise in the DD observation equations
caused the ambiguities unfixed. In the proposed method, the noise is absorbed into the
carrier-phase residual V, and the residual value is the criterion to adjust the equations.
Equation (4) indicates that float solution and its variance have a major impact on the final
solution. The float solution substitution process obtains a more accurate float solution,
and the DD iterative correction equation process updates the sequential float solution Xs f l
for iterations.

To adjust the equations, we apply the generalized least square estimation [24] to divide
the original observation equations into two parts in Equation (6).

VT PV = VT
1 P1V1 + VT

2 P2V2 = min (6)

where P ∈ Rn×n denotes the variance matrix of V; V1 ∈ Rn1 denotes within-threshold
residual subvector; P1 ∈ Rn1×n1 denotes the variance matrix of V1; V2 ∈ Rn2 denotes the
above-threshold residual subvector; P2 ∈ Rn2×n2 denotes the variance matrix of V2. The
V1 in the first iteration is the selected three optimal DD equations, and the V1 in the later

iteration is selected on the threshold c = VT
1 P1V1

n1
. The well-observed observation equations

are used to remove the signal noise of the poorly observed equations. We apply variance
inflating function and weight shrinking function to adjust P2 in Equation (7).

v2i =

{
v2i

p̆ijv2i

|v2i| ≤ c
|v2i| > c

p̆ij = pij
√

γiiγjj γii =

{
1 |v2i| ≤ c

c
|v2i |

|v2i| > c

(7)

where pij ∈ R denotes one of the variance value of P2; v2i ∈ R denotes the residual value
of V2. Equation (4) indicates that float solution and its variance have a major impact on the
final solution. Adjusting the residual vector V2 and its variance P2 decreases the number
of DD equations containing noise. The sequential float solution Xs f l is updated for each
iteration, with each iteration more accurate than the previous one. A sequential float solu-
tion with higher accuracy reciprocally results in relative corrections with higher accuracy.
The absorbed noise is iteratively removed. The DD iterative correction equation process
enables the proposed sequential ambiguity resolution method to remove signal noise.

2.3. Evaluation for the Proposed Method

The DD iterative correction equation process adjusts the equations with iterations.
Then, the proposed method obtains the final solution with all equations. A feasible
threshold is needed to avoid the endless loop, and more criteria are needed to evaluate
the correctness of all ambiguities. The proposed method is to obtain the solution with the
minimum VT PV, and the criteria are shown by Equation (8).

∆VT PV = VT
p PpVp −VT

c PcVc < 0 (8)

where ∆VT PV denotes the difference value of the adjacent iterations; VT
c PcVc denotes the

value of the current iteration; VT
p PpVp denotes the value of the previous iteration. The
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proposed method is to obtain the solution with the minimum VT PV. If ∆VT PV < 0, the
sequential float solution Xs f l is output as the final float solution XFloat. Equation (8) is
the threshold to avoid the endless loop and output the solution as the float solution. The
proposed method fixes the ambiguities for all of the DD equations with the minimum
VT PV. The acceptance test of integer ambiguity resolution is also important.

The proposed method contains an initial ambiguity resolution process and a DD equa-
tion correction process. The initial ambiguity resolution process obtains a more accurate
initial solution, and the DD equation correction process adjusts the float solutions and their
variance with iterations. The proposed method fixes ambiguities for all observations after
the DD equation correction process. Feasible criteria are needed to evaluate the results for
all ambiguities. The ratio test is one of the most popular ambiguity acceptance tests for
integer ambiguity resolution [25–27], which is Equation (9).

ratio =
‖∇∆NB −∇∆NQ11‖
‖∇∆NS −∇∆NQ11‖

≥ t (9)

where ∇∆NB ∈ Zn denotes the vector of the optimal candidate, ∇∆NS ∈ Zn denotes
the vector of the sub-optimal candidate, and t denotes the threshold value. t = 3 is the
experiential threshold in the previous studies [27]. Figure 1 shows more details about
the test of the proposed method. The ratio test in Equation (9) is the popular acceptance.
The final solution is output as the fixed solution when meeting Equation (9). However,
it cannot guarantee that the fixed solution is right. If some of the satellites have wrong
integer ambiguities, the output solution will still have a centimeter error.

To evaluate the correctness of the integer ambiguity resolution, another threshold is
proposed to estimate the correctness of the final solution. The sequential float solution
iteratively approaches the final solution. An appropriate final criterion for the proposed
method is essential for the final solution. The current fixed solution is set as the sequential
fixed solution, and the previous sequential fixed solution is set as the sequential float
solution. The DD residuals are nearly removed with iterations. Therefore, the difference
between the sequential fixed solution and the known sequential solution is less than one
wavelength. It is known that RTK horizontal and vertical accuracies reach levels of 2 cm
and 5 cm, respectively [20]. We set it as the threshold of the final solution, which is
Equation (10). 

∣∣∣xs f i − xs f l

∣∣∣ < 2 cm∣∣∣ys f i − ys f l

∣∣∣ < 2 cm∣∣∣zs f i − zs f l

∣∣∣ < 5 cm

(10)

where xs f i, ys f i, zs f i denotes the position parameters of the sequential fixed solution, and
xs f l , ys f l , zs f l denotes the position parameters of the known sequential solution. If the dif-
ference is less than the threshold, the final solution is output as the correctly fixed solution.
This is the threshold to estimate the correctness of the final solution. As a rule of thumb,
xs f l , ys f l , zs f l is obtained by the average value of the fixed solution with ratio > 30 in the
previous observation, and the average value can be set as the true solution of the estimated
position. Equation (9) is the popular acceptance test for integer ambiguity resolution.
However, it cannot guarantee that we obtain the correct position. Equation (10) is a thumb
rule to evaluate the correctness of the integer ambiguity resolution. The ambiguity success
rate (Equation (11)) is an essential proportion of all correctly fixed ambiguity.

δsuccess =
n f ixed

nall
(11)

where δsuccess denotes the success rate of the correctly fixed ambiguity; n f ixed denotes the
epoch number of the correctly fixed ambiguity; and nall denotes all epoch numbers in
the experiment. Besides, n f ixed and nall contain the epoch number of incorrectly fixed
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ambiguity and unfixed ambiguity. This is an important available parameter for high-
precision positioning. Equation (10) is the criteria of the correctly fixed ambiguity in
Equation (11).
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The overview of the proposed sequential ambiguity resolution method is presented in
Figure 1.

The detailed steps, shown in Figure 1, are as follows:

1. Set the SPP float solution as the initial solution Xint.
2. Substitute the initial fixed solution Xs f for the initial solution Xint if the selected

ambiguities are fixed. Otherwise, apply the Kalman filter to the initial solution Xint
and substitute its solution for the initial solution Xint.

3. Apply the generalized least square method to correct the DD equations and update
the RTK parameters.
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4. Set the fixed solution for the sequential fixed solution Xs f i if the ambiguities for all
satellites are fixed. Otherwise, apply the Kalman filter to the initial fixed solution Xs f
and substitute its solution for the sequential float solution Xs f l .

5. Calculate the solution difference
∣∣∣Xs f i − Xs f l

∣∣∣. If
∣∣∣Xs f i − Xs f l

∣∣∣ < a, the sequential
fixed solution Xs f i is output as the final fixed solution XFixed. Otherwise, set the
sequential fixed solution Xs f i as the sequential float solution Xs f l and return to step 3.

6. Obtain the residual difference ∆VT PV. If the ∆VT PV < 0, the sequential float solution
Xs f l will be output as the final float solution XFloat. Otherwise, return to step 3.

3. Experiments

Three experiments were conducted to verify the proposed sequential ambiguity res-
olution method. The first experiment was to verify the criteria of satellite selection. The
second experiment was to verify the criteria of double-different equation correction. The
third experiment was to verify the proposed method. By contrast, the conventional RTK
model was used to resolve the same data, which also applied the LAMBDA method for
ambiguity resolution. The computation platform was by Visual Studio 2015 C++.

3.1. Experiment for Satellite Selection Criteria

To compare the four proposed selecting criteria, we conducted the Shenzhen Ping’an
Building pa07 experiment with 1 Hz GPS data from 10:00 to 24:00 on 27 April 2015 (GPST).
Jianyi station (JY), located on the roof of the Jianyi Building in the Continuously Operating
Reference Station of Shenzhen (SZCORS), was chosen as the base station. The GNSS
receiver and antenna of the rover and the base station were as follows.

The experiments, consisting of five models, were conducted to compare the four
selection criteria (see Section 2.1). The RTK model did not have any additions, while
the elevation model added elevation selection criteria to the float solution substitution.
Further, SNR, resc, and resp models were similar to the elevation model. Table 1 shows
the comparison of the four proposed selection models with the RTK model in the JY-pa07
experiment. PE, PN , PU denotes the internal precision of east (E), north (N), and up (U)

directions in the local coordinate system, P→
V
=
√

PE2 + PN2 + PU2, and
→
V denotes the true

displacement directions.

Table 1. Equipment of JY-pa07 experiment.

Station Receiver (Type) Antenna (Type)

Base TRIMBLE NETR9 (4.43) TRIMBLE TRM55971.00 (NONE)
Rover NSC200 HXCCSX601A

The four proposed selection models showed a noticeable improvement in the ambi-
guity success rate compared to the RTK model, which only had a success rate of 36.1%.
The improvements were similar across all four proposed selection models; however, the
SNR model had the largest improvement, i.e., 82.5%. In contrast, the elevation model
had the smallest improvement, i.e., 78.5%. Besides, the resp and the resc models showed
improvements of 81.6% and 80.8%, respectively.

For this experiment, the internal precision was chosen as the other proportion. The four
proposed selection models exhibited noticeable improvements when compared to the RTK
model. However, the results of the internal precision were different. The elevation model
had the minimum value for both projection directions and true displacement direction,
while the resp model and the resc models had the second-smallest and third-smallest values,
respectively. In contrast, the SNR model had the maximum value. The difference between
the ambiguity success rate and the internal accuracy was caused by the consideration of the
only float solution substitution. This float solution substitution obtained different initial
fixed solutions for different selection criteria.
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Table 2 shows that the RTK model had a low success rate of 36.1%. Therefore, it was
challenging to determine the difference between the RTK model and the four proposed
selection models. To clearly show the coordinate time series, we chose the time from 15:03
to 15:20 due to the high success rate in all considered models. Figure 2 shows the results
of this period. Moreover, it reflected the importance of a more accurate initial solution.
The differences between the RTK model and the other models proposed in this study were
0.15 m, 0.05 m, and 0.15 m for E, N, and U directions, respectively. The four proposed
selection models had similar results with the differences of 0.05 m, 0.05 m, and 0.05 m for
E, N, and U directions, respectively.
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Table 2. Statistics of JY-pa07 experiment.

Processing Model Ambiguity Success Rate (%)
Internal Precision (mm)

PE PN PU P→
V

RTK model 36.1 142.4 139.5 786.9 811.7
elevation model 78.5 131.6 124.6 736.6 758.6

SNR model 82.5 133.2 126.1 747.1 769.3
resc model 80.8 132.9 126.1 745.0 767.2
resp model 81.6 132.2 125.9 742.8 764.9

There were two periods in which the RTK model was approximately consistent with
the four proposed selection models for E, N, and U directions. This finding can be attributed
to the fact that the Kalman filter was applied (during this time) to deal with the SPP float
solution, thus resulting in an initial unfixed solution. Consequently, the two mentioned
periods appeared. The chosen period exhibited more noise in the E and the U directions
than in the N direction.

3.2. Experiment for the DD Iterative Correction Equation

To test the denoising function of the DD equation iterative correction, we conducted
the Wuhan Baishazhou Bridge S035 experiment, which consisted of a 10 Hz GPS+Beidou
(BDS) +GLONASS data from 12:00 to 13:00 on 26 September 2016 (GPST). The GNSS
receiver and antenna of the rover and the base station were in Table 3.

Table 3. Equipment of the Baishazhou Bridge S035 experiment.

Station Receiver (Type) Antenna (Type)

Base ComNav
(55.0) Trimble Zephyr Geodetic 2

Rover ComNav
(55.0) Trimble Zephyr Geodetic 2

To show the results effectively, we chose the elevation selection criteria in float solution
substitution as an elevation model. Table 4 shows the statistics of the Wuhan Baishazhou
Bridge S035 experiment.

Table 4. Statistics of the Baishazhou Bridge S035 experiment.

Satellite System Process Model Ambiguity Success Rate (%) Epoch-to-First Fixed Ambiguity

GPS
Elevation model 99.5 1

RTK model 87.2 36

BDS
Elevation model 100 1

RTK model 99.7 47

GLONASS
Elevation model 96.2 37

RTK model 83.1 2234

GPS+BDS+GLONASS
Elevation model 96.2 115

RTK model 28.4 147

The results (Table 4) show the comparison of the elevation model with the RTK model.
The experiments had about a 10% improvement in the ambiguity success rate for GPS, BDS,
and GLONASS. The most evident improvement was observed for GPS+BDS+GLONASS,
i.e., 28.4%–96.2%. This finding can be attributed to the availability of satellites for the
elevation model, thus, a more accurate initial solution was obtained.

Regarding epoch-to-first fixed ambiguity, the RTK model required time to converge to
fixed ambiguity due to noise in poorly-observed data. The DD iterative correction equation
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removed the signal noise, and, thus, the elevation model converged to fixed ambiguity in
the first epoch for the GPS and BDS experiments. Further, the elevation model converged
to fixed ambiguity in the 37th epoch compared to the 2234th epoch for the GLONASS
experiment. The GPS+BDS+GLONASS experiment had a similar convergence time at the
115th epoch and the 147th epoch. It can be seen that the GPS and the GLONASS had poor
quality observations, in which the ambiguity success rates were less than 90%. Li et al. [28]
used this experiment to test their constrained MLAMBDA method on GNSS structural
health monitoring. In contrast, this study proposed a sequential ambiguity resolution
method, which achieved better results.

The noise in the single satellite system resulted in a low success rate in the GPS+BDS
+GLONASS experiment. Thus, we focused on the S035 experiment to test the denois-
ing function of the DD iterative correction equation. Figure 3 shows the time series for
coordinate residuals for the Wuhan Baishazhou Bridge S035 using GPS+BDS+GLONASS.
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It can be seen that there are similar situations for the E and the N directions. The
elevation model was fast to converge to the fixed ambiguity, while the RTK model was
not consistent. The RTK model became unfixed from about 12:20 owing to the noise in
three single satellite systems. In contrast, the elevation model fixed ambiguity with little
fluctuations owing to the availability of satellites, which resulted in a more accurate initial
solution; thus, it was beneficial for the DD iterative correction equation. Then, the DD
iterative correction equation removed signal noise to achieve a more accurate sequential
float solution. Consequently, the elevation model had an ambiguity success rate of 96.2%,
compared to 28.4% achieved by the RTK model. The elevation model had the U direction
coordinates similar to those of the RTK model. We can conclude that noise in the S035
GPS+BDS+GLONASS experiment had a significant impact on the E and the N directions,
while the impact on the U direction was minimal.

3.3. Experiment for Feasibility and Superiority

Two experiments were conducted in this section, with the objectives of verifying the
feasibility and the superiority of the proposed method, respectively.

3.3.1. Feasibility Experiment

As per the flowchart in Figure 1, the current sequential float solution was output
for more than six cycles in the DD iterative correction equation. To test the feasibility of
the proposed sequential ambiguity resolution method, we conducted a directional mobile
experiment using 1 Hz GPS+GLONASS data from 7:00 to 8:00 on 30 January 2018 (GPST).
The rover station was located on the roof of the Teaching Experiment Building at Wuhan
University, while the base station was WUHN, an international GNSS Service (IGS) station.
The GNSS receiver and antenna of the rover and the base station were as follows in Table 5.
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This experiment was conducted in an ideal environment with little noise. The maxi-
mum moving ranges of the mobile observation base were 12 cm, 17 cm, and 0 cm for E, N,
and U directions, respectively. An observation was conducted (as a group) for 5 min, and
the base was moved by 1 cm in the E and the U directions at each time. In this experiment,
the elevation selection criteria were chosen for float solution substitution in the proposed
method. Figure 4 shows the time series of coordinates for the directional mobile experiment.
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Table 5. Equipment of the feasibility experiment.

Station Receiver (Type) Antenna (Type)

Base TRIMBLE NETR9
(4.81) TRIMBLE TRM55971.00 (NONE)

Rover TRIMBLE NETR9
(4.43) TRIMBLE TRM55971.00 (NONE)

The result for the E direction showed better coherence for the proposed method with
different cycles and the standard RTK model. The proposed method, with one cycle, had
an insignificant difference, i.e., 0.005 m, relative to other models in a few epochs. Similarly,
there was a negligible difference in the N direction, i.e., 0.005 m, in the last displacements.
The results were more evident in the U direction, where the proposed method (with one
cycle) had an insignificant difference, i.e., 0.01 m, relative to other models. This finding
suggests that one cycle was not sufficient for the proposed method. However, the proposed
performed better when cycles increased beyond three. Figure 4 showed that the proposed
method was feasible for the well-observed data and could detect the true displacement
instead of signal noise. Figure 4 shows that the proposed method usually needed four
iterations for the DD iterative correction process.

3.3.2. Superiority Experiment

To test the denoising function of the proposed sequential ambiguity method, we
conducted an additional Ping’an Building pa07 experiment. Besides the experiment for
satellite selection criteria, Nanshan station (NS) in SZCORS was chosen as another base
station, located on the roof of the Nanshan District Land and Resources Bureau. The
receiver for the NS station was TRIMBLE NETR9. The GNSS receiver and antenna of the
rover and the base station were in Table 6.

Table 6. Equipment of JY-pa07 and NS-pa07 experiment.

Station Receiver (Type) Antenna (Type)

Base JY TRIMBLE NETR9
(4.43)

TRIMBLE TRM55971.00
(NONE)

Base NS TRIMBLE NETR9
(4.43)

TRIMBLE TRM55971.00
(NONE)

Rover NSC200 HXCCSX601A

First, we checked the data quality by translate, edit, and quality-check (teqc). Table 7
shows the checking conclusion.

Table 7. Quality statistics of the JY-pa07 + NS-pa07 experiment.

Items MP1 1 MP2 2

mean rms(m) 0.194438 0.177474
obs 1470842 1470842

slips 179 200
rvr L1 slips 927 927
rvr L2 slips 2192 2192

1 MP1 denotes the SPP multi-path influence of C/A or P code. 2 MP2 denotes the SPP multi-path influence of
P code.

The quality statistics showed that the data had poor quality. MP1 and MP2 results
showed that there were many slips in the data, and the data had multi-path residuals. It
is difficult to obtain an accurate solution by the RTK method. This section applied the
proposed sequential ambiguity resolution method to deal with the poorly observed data.
The consistency of the results calculated by the two base stations was more influential for
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the disnosing function of the proposed method. In this experiment, elevation selection
criteria were chosen for float solution substitution in the proposed method. Table 8 shows
the statistics for the Shenzhen Ping’an Building pa07 superiority experiment.

Table 8. Statistics of the JY−pa07 + NS−pa07 experiment.

Base Station Processing Model Ambiguity
Success Rate (%)

The Average Coordinate of the Solution (m)

X Y Z

JY
RTK model 36.1 −24****7.4964 53****1.3489 24****5.0622

sequential model 83.6 −24****7.5914 53****1.3758 24****5.0416

NS
RTK model 16.4 −24****7.6341 53****1.2684 24****5.0562

sequential model 67.6 −24****7.5921 53****1.3778 24****5.0427

The result of the RTK model for the JY base station had a success rate of 36.1%,
compared to 83.6% of the sequential model. In contrast, the result of the RTK model for the
NS base station had a success rate of 16.4%, compared to 67.6% of the sequential model.
Owing to its longer baseline of the NS base station, its results were better than those for
the JY station. There was a significant improvement for both two base stations in the
proportion of ambiguity success rate. Moreover, the average coordinate of the solution
was another proportion of the denoising function of the sequential model. There were
about 0.15 m differences in the X direction between the RTK model results, compared
to 0.001 m of the sequential model. In contrast, there were about 0.08 m differences in
the Y direction between the RTK mode results, comparing to 0.004 m of the sequential
model. For Z directions, there were about 0.01 m differences between the RTK model
results, comparing to 0.003 m of the sequential model. The noise caused by unavailable
poorly observed data was removed by the sequential model, thus achieving better results.
This superiority experiment showed that noise had a worse impact along the X and the
Y directions than along the Z direction. Figure 5 shows the time series of the number of
satellites in the Shenzhen Ping’an Building pa07 superiority experiment.
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The numbers of satellites for the two baselines were the same during the experiment.
Therefore, the difference in the ambiguity success rate was not influenced by the number
of satellites in each baseline. There were four satellites available at approximately 14:00
and 22:30. However, there were approximately seven satellites available for most of the
observation time. It was difficult for the RTK model to obtain a precise solution when few
satellites were available due to the poor quality receiver.
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Figure 6 shows the time series of the coordinates for the Shenzhen Ping’an Building
pa07 superiority experiment. More clearly, we show the logarithm of the coordinate results.
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The proposed model had better convergence for the two baselines. Apparent fluctua-
tions at around 14:00 could be seen from the results (Figure 6). As per Figure 5, there were
only four available satellites during this period, thus explaining the fluctuations in both
the RTK model and the sequential model. From 15:00 to 22:00, the sequential model had
a smooth time series, while the RTK model exhibited apparent fluctuations. This can be
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attributed to the relatively worse capability for removing signal noise by the RTK model, as
there were approximately seven satellites available during this period (Figure 5). Similarly,
the performance at about 22:30 occurred for the same reason.

A better consistency in the X direction was observed for the sequential model between
the JY-pa07 and the NS-pa07 experiments. In contrast, a clear difference was observed
for the RTK model. The differences between JY-pa07 and NS-pa07 experiments in the Y
direction were about 0.004 m and 0.008 m for the sequential model and the RTK model,
respectively. The difference between the JY-pa07 and the NS-pa07 experiments in the
Z direction is about 0.003 m and 0.01 m for the sequential model and the RTK model,
respectively. Owing to the signal noise in poorly observed data, the RTK model obtained
worse results, with significant differences between the two baseline experiments.

4. Conclusions

The current methods for poorly observed data mainly focus on partial ambiguity reso-
lution and post-processing filtering methods. This study proposed a sequential ambiguity
resolution method to remove the signal noise and conducted three experiments to test its
superiority. The experiment for satellite selection criteria showed that a more accurate float
solution resulted in better final solutions; a more accurate float solution obtained a more
accurate RTK correction. Then, a better solution was obtained. The experiment for the
DD iterative correction equation showed that the proposed method could remove signal
noise and achieve higher ambiguity success rates. We applied the generalized least square
method to divide all the equations into two parts. The well-observed equations were used
to adjust the poorly-observed equations. Thus, the proposed method could remove signal
noise. The superiority experiment showed that the proposed method could remove the
signal noise instead of making incorrect calculations. The number of uncorrected poorly-
observed equations decreased with iterations. Thus, the proposed method could remove
signal noise instead of making incorrect calculations.

The proposed sequential ambiguity resolution method consisted of a float solution
substitution process and a DD iterative correction equation process. The float solution
substitution process constituted the first step in improving the accuracy of the sequential
float solution. The DD iterative correction equation process divided all the equations into
two parts, inspired by the generalized least square method. The solution was output when
the minimum residual combinations were obtained.

The proposed method removed the signal noise in real-time, relative to the post-
processing filtering method. Furthermore, it obtained a more accurate DD equation relative
to the partial ambiguity resolution method. However, certain aspects warrant further
research. First, the satellite selection criteria were radical; however, more criteria need to
be studied further. Then, the DD iterative correction equation could remove orient noise
using an orient residual threshold. Finally, the ending criteria may yield better results with
prior observations.
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